The Springfield Armory SA-35 9mm with NRA Grips is based on one of the most prolific and popular pistols in small arms history. The Springfield Armory SA-35 gives today’s shooters a modern take on a revered design, with rugged forged blued carbon steel parts for strength and durability. This pistol has improved ergonomics and enhanced controls, modern white dot front sights, an improved feed ramp design, and an increased 15-round capacity. Configured without a magazine disconnect for a drop-free magazine, the SA-35 features a factory-tuned trigger with a quick reset, and a crisp, clean break. The slides of the Springfield Armory SA-35 have been polished by Baron’s Engraving to a bright, brush blued finish, and are enhanced with a 24kt gold scroll design that features the Friends of the NRA Logo and the words, “National Rifle Association 2023 Gun of the Year.” Sporting exclusive Friends of NRA Hogue walnut grips, this SA-35 9mm is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 675 units. *Not legal in all 50 states

SPECIFICATIONS
- Caliber: 9mm
- Barrel Length: 4.7”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 15 Rounds
- Finish: Forged Carbon Steel, Blued
- NRA Hogue Grips

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 1911 MIL-SPEC .45ACP WITH NRA GRIPS
This Springfield Armory 1911 Mil-Spec is as true to the 1911 roots as it gets and is rugged to its core. Built on a forged frame and slide, the Mil-Spec carries on Springfield Armory’s long legacy of quality 1911s. Traditionally styled and built on a full-size frame, the Mil-Spec features a 5” match grade barrel and rear slant serrations on the slide. The mainspring housing is the original arched style found on G1-issue 1911-A1s, giving a classic look with modern upgrades for improved performance and reliability. Featuring NRA grips, this 1911 is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and limited to 100 units.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: (2) 7 Rounds
- Finish: Forged Carbon Steel, Parkerized
- NRA Grips

*Not available in all 50 States
TAURUS 1911™ MIL-SPEC
OD GREEN .45ACP WITH NRA GRIPS

With its 8 + 1 capacity and 5” barrel, the Taurus 1911™ .45ACP full size is perfect for carry, self-defense, or home use. The 1911 features a quality walnut stock with modern ergonomics similar to those of the new Model 110 design, but sports a forend engraved with the NRA Seal. The stock’s fully adjustable length-of-pull and comb height allow peak comfort, consistency and precision. The 110 Classic also features our user-adjustable AccuTrigger™ and an optics-ready rifle featuring a 16” stainless steel barrel with a free-floating M-LOK handguard, a single-stage polished/hard-coat trigger, ambidextrous controls, a Magpul® SL-K 6 position telescoping stock, and a mid-length gas system. This 5.56 NATO is engraved with the NRA Logo, is exclusive to Friends of NRA events, and limited to 675 units. “Not legal in all 50 states

SIG SAUER M400 TREAD
5.56MM NATO WITH NRA SEAL

The M400 TREAD is an optics-ready rifle featuring a 16” stainless steel barrel with a free-floating M-LOK handguard, a single-stage polished/hard-coat trigger, ambidextrous controls, a Magpul® SL-K 6 position telescoping stock, and a mid-length gas system. This 5.56 NATO is engraved with the NRA Logo, is exclusive to Friends of NRA events, and limited to 675 units. “Not legal in all 50 states

HENRY “HOMESTEADER” CARBINE
9MM WITH NRA SEAL

Available exclusively to the Friends of NRA, this unique edition of the Henry Homesteader 9mm Carbine pays tribute to the National Rifle Association in continuation of Henry’s longstanding support. This semi-automatic 9mm Luger carbine sports a milled aircraft-grade aluminum receiver that is intricately engraved with the NRA seal and understated scrollwork, and then hard anodized for long-lasting durability. The furniture is cut from genuine American walnut and finished with a leather-textured stippling to provide a non-slip grip. At just over 16”, the round blued steel barrel is threaded at the muzzle (1/2x28) for use with a suppressor and topped with an adjustable aperture rear sight and a screw-on front post sight. For those that prefer an illuminated reticle or magnification, the top of the receiver is drilled and tapped to accept an optics base. The carbine comes with both a 5-round and a 10-round Henry magazine, while magazine well adapters are available separately to make use of Glock, Smith & Wesson M&P, and SIG magazines. With the bolt release toggle accessible from both sides of the carbine, a center-mounted thumb switch safety on the upper tang, and a charging handle that can be moved from the left-side or the right-side of the bolt, the Henry Homesteader 9mm Carbine is truly ambidextrous. For plinking or protection, the Henry Homesteader 9mm Carbine has your back with Made in America reliability and a Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee. This firearm is limited to 750 units for Friends of NRA events.

Savage Arms 110 Classic 6.5 Creedmoor with NRA Seal

Combine timeless looks, complete adjustability and superior accuracy, and the result is the new Savage 110 Classic. The rifle features a quality walnut stock with modern ergonomics similar to those of the new Model 110 design, but sports a forend engraved with the NRA Seal. The stock’s fully adjustable length-of-pull and comb height allow peak comfort, consistency and precision. The 110 Classic also features our user-adjustable AccuTrigger™ and a carbon steel barrel with a threaded muzzle. Made exclusively for 2023 Friends of NRA events, this firearm is limited to 750 units.

Taurus 1911™ Mil-Spec OD Green .45ACP with NRA Grips

With its 8 + 1 capacity and 5” barrel, the Taurus 1911™ .45ACP full size is perfect for carry, self-defense, or home use. The 1911 features a Cerakote OD Green slide on black finish, Novak® drift adjustable front and rear sights, and extended beavertail that offers comfortable shooting with great control. Equipped with VZ Operator II NRA Logo engraved grips, the VZ Grips feature a permanent thumb recess for quick mag changes. Made for Friends of NRA events, this firearm is limited to 675 units. “Not legal in all 50 states

Specifications:
- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 8 Rounds
- Finish: Matte Black/Steel
- NRA Grips

Specifications:
- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 8 Rounds
- Finish: Hard Coat Anodized
- NRA Seal

Specifications:
- Caliber: 5.56 NATO
- Barrel Length: 16”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 30 Rounds
- Finish: Hard Coat Anodized
- NRA Seal

Specifications:
- Caliber: 6.5 Creedmoor
- Barrel Length: 22”
- Action: Bolt
- Capacity: 4+1
- Finish: Blued/Black
- NRA Seal Engraved Forend

Specifications:
- Caliber: 9mm
- Barrel Length: 16.37”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 10 Rounds
- Finish: Round Blue Steel
- Engraved with NRA Seal

Specifications:
- Caliber: 5.56 NATO
- Barrel Length: 16”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 30 Rounds
- Finish: Hard Coat Anodized
- NRA Seal

Specifications:
- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 8 Rounds
- Finish: Matte Black/Steel
- NRA Grips

Specifications:
- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 8 Rounds
- Finish: Matte Black/Steel
- NRA Grips

Specifications:
- Caliber: 5.56 NATO
- Barrel Length: 16”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 30 Rounds
- Finish: Hard Coat Anodized
- NRA Seal
ELLA CONCEALED CARRY CROSSBODY

Stylish, yet practical for concealing your firearm, the Ella Concealed Carry Crossbody is made with dark green faux leather and features a tassel zipper. It has a separately concealed compartment in the back with a zipper opening, offering a lock and key feature for safe and secure firearm storage. Under the magnetic flap, a zipper encloses two interior compartments with wall pockets. A staple in any woman's closet, this purse is made by Malibu Skye, and is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Caliber: 12GA
- Barrel Length: 20”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 5 Rounds
- Finish: Black
- NRA Logo and Serialization

TRISTAR COMPACT NRA TACTICAL 12GA WITH NRA LOGO

Made exclusively for Friends of NRA events, and limited to just 675 units, the TriStar Compact truly is compact. At just 30” overall length with a 20” barrel, the TriStar Compact excels in close-quarters maneuverability and easy storage. Additional features include special NRA Serialization, a rubber recoil pad, sling mounts, and fixed carry handle with sights in addition to flip-up front and rear sights. This gas-operated bullpup chambered for 3” shells can run 1 1/8oz field loads through slugs without adjustment. Matching performance to your intended application is easy with the Beretta®/Benelli® Mobil choke system.

One extended, ported cylinder-bore choke tube included.
*Not legal in all 50 states

SPECIFICATIONS
- Caliber: 12GA
- Barrel Length: 20”
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 5 Rounds
- Finish: Black
- NRA Logo and Serialization

PORTA-BACHI GRILL WITH NRA LOGO

Perfect for tailgating, overnight camping trips, hunting, fishing, and so much more, this Porta-Bachi Grill is every traveler's wish come true. Serving a dual purpose as a portable fire pit and a grill, it will fit in any small area, even a tool box. Assembled, this Porta-Bachi Grill measures 16” L x 13” W x 2’ H, easily fitting six juicy cheeseburgers. Proudly made in the USA from The Garrison Group Inc., the Porta-Bachi Grill is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and limited to 725 units.

CHERRY CUTTING BOARD SET WITH FRIENDS OF NRA LOGO

Chop and serve to perfection with the Cherry Cutting Board with Friends of NRA engraving. The cutting board, made of American cherry wood, is propped up on bun-styled feet and completed with an oil finish. The set includes a silicone covered Mitt, two Rada knives, and a maintenance kit to keep the wood in pristine condition. The Rada knives are created with surgical-quality, T420 high-carbon stainless steel, and each is meticulously hand-sharpened to a razor-sharp edge guaranteed for lifetime use. This cutting board measures 12” x 12”; and is made in the USA by John Boos Inc. exclusively for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.

PLAID BLANKET WITH NRA SEAL

Show your support for the Second Amendment with this knit, double-sided throw featuring the NRA Seal. Made from 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled polyester, this red and black plaid throw is machine-washable and measures approximately 48” W x 50” L. Proudly made in the USA by Binghamton Knitting Company, Inc. This blanket is exclusive to Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.
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06    MERCHANDISE
**DARTBOARD CABINET WITH NRA SEAL**

The perfect addition for your basement or garage, the Dartboard Cabinet with NRA Seal is a multifunctional piece that serves as both a dart board and decoration. The outside cover features the NRA Seal which is framed with a barrel end rim. The door opens downward to expose the cork dartboard, and also includes a chalkboard for those competitive folks who keep score. This Dartboard Cabinet with NRA Seal is made in the USA by Meissenburg Designs exclusively for Friends of NRA events and limited to 725 units.

**RUSTIC FREEDOM FLAG**

This flag is constructed of high quality pine with 9mm casings as the stars. She measures 24” x 12 ½” and has a distressed look with burned “red” stripes and lightly burned “white” stripes. The casings as the stars may be different colors as they are sourced from local shooting ranges, making this distressed flag truly a unique piece. This rustic-looking piece is sure to look great in any room. Two heavy duty hangers are included, so this flag can be hung as soon as she is brought home. Allen's Torched Designs is a family-owned business located in Effingham, Illinois. This item is limited to 725 units for Friends of NRA events.

**BOWIE KNIFE – WE THE PEOPLE**

This one-of-a-kind 14 3/8” Bear and Sons Bowie Knife proudly displays “We the People” on the 9” blade, and features the Friends of NRA logo engraved on the American walnut handle. It includes a taper ground blade and a curved brass guard. This knife comes with a genuine leather sheath, and weighing in at only 11.5 ounces makes it perfect for wearing on your belt. Made in the USA exclusively for Friends of NRA events by Blue Ridge Knives, this knife is limited to 725 units.

**STOOL SET WITH FRIENDS OF NRA LOGO**

Proudly show your support of Friends of NRA with the matching Stool Set. The stools are 30” H, and made with commercial grade steel. They feature a rounded and padded 360-degree swivel seat, and a black powder-coated 18-gauge steel tube frame. Made in the USA by Richardson Seating Corp. exclusively for Friends of NRA events and is limited to 725 units.
THANK YOU

The 2023 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog. Friends of NRA is grateful for their efforts in protecting the future of the shooting sports.

BARREL HEAD FLIGHT SET
Perfect for entertaining, this flight board is hand-made using authentic bourbon barrel heads. It is cut to hold 4 custom Friends of NRA printed rocks glasses, and features NRA themed graphics engraved on the cork inlays. Its innovative shape and size is the perfect drinking vessel to accentuate your favorite bourbon or whiskey. This serving set also boasts a gold acrylic badge engraved with the serial number. This made in the USA piece was handcrafted by Columbus Barrel Co. specifically for Friends of NRA events, and is limited to 725 units.

CAST IRON SKILLET WITH NRA SEAL
Feel like a true patriotic chef with this Cast Iron Skillet with NRA Seal. A chef’s space is an overcrowded one, to say the least, but every tool is essential to the mission. This customized Lodge skillet measures 10.25", and is beautiful for display, yet cooks with the quality you expect from traditional cast iron. Poured in a Foundry in Tennessee and precision machined in Kentucky, one could say this Cast Iron Skillet is made in America twice by Legacy Machine and Design. This skillet is made exclusively for Friends of NRA events and limited to 725 units.

LET FREEDOM RING BELL
Hear the sound of Liberty with the Let Freedom Ring Bell. A “Let Freedom Ring” plaque is paired with a country bell to form this charming piece. It serves as both decorative and functional, and is designed for both indoor and outdoor use. The dimensions are 11.5" L × 11.5" W × 7.75" H. Made in the USA by Whitehall Products exclusively for Friends of NRA events and limited to 725 units.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. ("NRA Foundation") is a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including youth, women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters, and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.